Alls not well in the Marvel Universe in the year 1602 as strange storms are brewing and strange new powers are emerging! Spider-Man, the X-Men, Nick Fury, Dr. Strange, Daredevil, Dr. Doom, Black Widow, Captain America, and more appear in the waning days of the reign of Queen Elizabeth. As the world begins to change and enter into a new age, Gaiman weaves a thrilling mystery. How and why are these Marvel stars appearing nearly 400 years before they're supposed to? Collects Marvel 1602 #1-8.

I've never been much of a Marvel fan (I'm more DC), still, I could not resist buying this one, because Neil Gaiman is one of my favorite writers. Gaiman doesn't disappoint at all... I feel he made the Marvel Universe even more interesting than most writers. Trully creative how he adapted the characters to this new setting.
Visually, it's even better. The technique used makes the drawings look "classical", yet beautiful. A must have for any Gaiman fan, or any Marvel fan. If you are neither, you should still get it.
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